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FELLOWSHIP OF RECOVERING LUTHERAN CLERGY

 Earlier this year, I was asked by one of our members what this Fellowship has done to help Synodical leaders be 
aware of our work. As I reviewed (and wrote) the efforts we have made over the last 20+ years, it occurred to me that I 
had the perfect opportunity right in front of me—my bishop, Jessica Crist, who I have known for more or less 30 years
—had been elected chair of the Conference of Bishops! In the past, some of us have asked our bishops to “carry the 
message” and mention us at their meetings, and for several years we engaged in an effort to get on the agenda (with no 
success), but we hadn't been intentional about this for awhile. So I sent Jessica an email, met with her before an 
installation service we were attending, and spoke with her about our work and about how she could help us. I was 
invited to write an article for the Synod Supplement in the Lutheran magazine and to prepare a handout she could share 
at the Conference of Bishops meeting. She wanted the personal angle for the article, stating that people here would be 
interested in knowing that one of their own pastors was involved in the leadership of this group, and the handout was to 
be a one page piece focused on what we do, and how we could be a resource to them. I prepared both of these articles 
in consultation with Ed T., our coordinator. The article in the Lutheran supplement appeared in the May 2012 issue, and 
Bishop Crist reported that she shared our information with the other bishops and that it was well received.

 Here is a little from the letter to the Bishops:  The Fellowship of Recovering Lutheran Clergy is a recognized 
“independent Lutheran organization” that exists for the sole purpose of helping pastors caught in alcoholism, 
codependency and other addictions by providing collegial support. We seek to be a resource to the church, particularly 
to Bishops who regularly find themselves dealing with a troubled pastors. We can offer a directory of members--pastors 
in recovery in your synod--who would be willing to help assist with a pastor needing support in recovery. These 
members can offer a great deal of experience, strength, guidance and hope for pastors trying to find a way forward . . . 
We do not charge for service, but offer help out of our own gratitude for recovery . . . you may access our services by 
either giving our contact information to a pastor who may be dealing with addiction issues or obtain his or her 
permission to contact us with a request for assistance. As addiction is a disease which isolates its sufferers and being in 
the ministry intensifies the shame that is associated with it, many people have difficulty reaching out for help. We 
encourage you to be the one to initiate contact with us whenever possible to overcome these barriers. 

 Addiction and recovery have been on the radar at two ELCA seminaries this spring. Ed T. was invited to have a 
booth at the Health Fair at Luther Seminary in St. Paul, and a board member shared an article written by a colleague 
who participated in the Trinity Seminary Addiction Awareness group. One way to serve is to be alert to opportunities to 
carry the message that the FRLC exists, that there is support for Lutheran clergy in recovery from addictions of any 
type, and that we welcome the participation of new members.

 From time to time, my husband asks me a couple questions about the Fellowship: “Are you doing any good? 
Are you reaching new people?” One of the ways I answer this comes from my experience with the Thursday meetings. 
Over the past twelve months I can think of a half-dozen meetings where someone brand new to FRLC and to recovery 
has participated and shared. One person thanked us deeply saying “I probably would have drank today if it wasn't for 
this meeting”. Another person was not new to recovery but was going through a family crisis, and indicated that the 
meeting was a great help. Another board member and I each have had the experience of having someone find us on the 
website then call us personally and were blessed to have an additional conversation at the phone meeting. A joy mixed 
with sorrow was when someone I knew from the very first retreat of our group called in and said he'd had difficulty 
remaining sober over the years. A disappointment has been that many of the newcomers don't keep coming back to the 
calls, even though they indicate they were a great blessing in time of need. I deeply hope they found ongoing support in 
face-to-face meetings in their own or nearby communities; however, I also hope and pray that a few more people will 
make a commitment to participate as regularly as possible not only to receive the gift of sharing with our group but also 
to be of service to others. Service is a big part of both ministry and recovery, and we would welcome more of you 
joining us in this effort. 
      Melanie

“We provide recovery support for Lutheran clergy who suffer from Alcoholism and other Addictions.” 

FRLC 2013 ANNUAL RETREAT
February 4-8 – Los Angeles, CA

"FRoLiC on the High Seas"

Join other clergy in recovery as we meet together to share our experience, strength, and hope. Enjoy the 
luxury of a cruise ship and travel at sea to Catalina Island, CA  and Ensenada, Mexico. It is  a great 
journey in recovery!

to register contact Ed T (651)-356-1073  PastorEd@TLCMN.com 
inside cabins $322.44 per person double 

outside cabins $362.44 per person double
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FRLC
c/o Transfiguration Lutheran Church
11000 France Avenue South
Bloomington, MN 55431
 
Address Service Requested 

Please use the following numbers to reach the Fellowship:  
 
  Brian G. Treasurer   (651)-208-4001                 bgutzmann@yahoo.com     
      Ed T. FRLC Coordinator    (651)-356-1073    PastorEd@TLCMN.com 
      Dorothy Sandahl  (651)-442-6770   sandahlda@yahoo.com 
  Roger T.                          (602)-258-3787                fishpast@aol.com  
      John W.    (908)-798-0031   melor8746@yahoo.com 
      Melanie M.   (406)-563-6371   mmartindent@yahoo.com
     Bohdan V.                      (858)-560-8688                pastorvadis@sbsglobal.net 
 
As the FRLC we are working together. Please consider making a gift to the FRLC. It is your gift that 
helps us continue on the road to becoming self-supporting. Make your gift an expression of the gratitude 
you have for your recovery, and help  carry the message to those in ministry who still suffer and need 
our support . . . God knows that their are many out there who need it! Checks Payable to: 

 FRLC
 c/o Transfiguration Lutheran Church
 11000 France Avenue South
 Bloomington, MN 55431
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